A COUNTRY GONE MAD
I am reading an article in the New York Times subtitled,
“Oba ma sa ys a gency ope ra tives won ’t be tried fo r
Methods now pro hibited”.
Let me state the methods of torture that were being used by
the C.I.A. and these methods filtered down throughout our
prison system. By the way, when you have a psychopathic
moron at the head of your government who makes it legal
to punish unto death a person he suspects as guilty of a
crime, that trait filters down into the body of that nation.
These are the methods of punishment they revealed, say
nothing of those still kept secret.
Water boarding involved strapping a prisoner to a gurney
inclined at an angle of 10 to 15 degrees and pouring
water over a cloth covering his nose and mouth from a
height of 8 to 10 inches for no more than 40 seconds. But a
footnote in a 2006 memo made it clear that the rules were
not always followed. Other forms of punishment — forced
nudity, slamming detainees against walls, sleep
deprivation, putting detainees in small box cages with
insects. These tactics led to the death of some and mental
and emotional injury that never is recovered — in other
words, a ruined life. I might state also that these tactics
were used on people before being found guilty of a crime.
And yet Obama says none will be tried for murder or
personal injury or civil rights violation. This is a quote
from our new president who seems as big a coverup as the
last one. He called it a “dark and painful chapter in our

history and nothing will be gained by spending our time
and energy laying blame for the past”.
Now, considering that our prisons are full of inmates for
parole violations, petty theft, and resisting arrest, I began
to wonder what the hell has gone wrong with a supposed
God-fearing country that adhered to the precepts of our
founding fathers. “What we do to the least of our brethren
we do unto Christ”.
The article goes on to state: The techniques of punishment
were authorized beginning in 2002 and were among the
Bushes’ administrations most closely guarded secrets.
The only hope for this sick nation is God Himself making
His appearance in the conscience of every individual and
they will look upon the One whom they have pierced.
God will judge the world in righteousness, not by the law.
And everyone shall see Him. He is no respecter of persons.
Our judgment will be doled out in accordance to what we
have done to the least of the brethren. C.I.A., and all of
Washington, and all of our state capitals, the jig is up and
your day of living off the blood of the saints is over. He is
even at the door. A new day of justice with the blindfolds
off is dawning and we will see peace on earth, good will
toward men; a nation humbled by the mighty holiness of
our God.
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